Founded in 2001, JUMP Math is a charitable organization that produces evidence-based classroom math programs. Third Party evidence shows that JUMP programs accelerate math learning for students across the learning spectrum. JUMP Math’s mission is to enhance potential by encouraging an understanding and love of math in students and educators. We are driven by the belief that all students can learn math, all teachers can teach math and everyone can love it.

“This program is a life saver! My students and I love math block! We look forward to it every day. Together we build our knowledge and practice our skills until we feel confident.”

(Katie Shea, JUMP Math Book Fund Teacher 2015)

FEATURES
- K–8 mathematics resource and materials for teachers and students
- Aligned to curriculum standards in Canada and USA
- Balance of guided discovery and explicit instruction
- Provides teachers with structured, curriculum-aligned lessons and assessment tools
- Fosters confidence and success for both students and teachers

RESULTS
In a randomized controlled study conducted by SickKids Hospital, math knowledge of students who were taught using JUMP Math grew at twice the rate of students using the incumbent mathematics program.

IMPACT*
90% of teachers reported that JUMP Math increased their students’ confidence and achievement in math class
93% of teachers would recommend JUMP Math to a colleague

*Dramatic gains found in a Grades 5/6 classroom using JUMP Math, moving students from the 54th percentile to the 98th.
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$16:1 SROI SOCIAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT*

1 JUMP STAFF : 5,230 STUDENTS IMPACTED

*Success Markets Inc.
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